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MODEL 455 PLUS

CLASSIC SERIES 1/2 HP

SILENT GUARD PHOTO EYE SYSTEM

LOGIC BOARD

RADIO CONTROL AND OBSTACLE 
SENSING PROGRAMMING

Silent guard non-contact reversing system transmits an invisible light across the
inside of the garage door opening. If anyone or anything crosses that beam of light
while the door is closing, the opener will reverse automatically to the full open position.

� Non-polarity wiring
� High resolution optics for easy alignment 
and dependable operation

� Splash resistant Photo Eye case
� Compact case design

� No tools are required, just hand tighten the chain adjustment bracket
� Spring will help maintain chain tension, reducing costly callbacks
� Spring will absorb sudden chain impact, creating a smooth, quite operation

� Up and down limits are located externally for 
installation convenience

� Limits are factory-set at 6'6" of travel
� Limits will accommodated doors up to 10' high

� Electronically programmed internal obstacle sensing has separate up and down 
adjustments to provide maximum flexibility for every application

� Obstacle programming has 12 levels of adjustment to accommodate the lightest to heaviest garage doors
� Up to 6 ultra-secure MS or WKP (wireless keypad) transmitters can be programmed to each receiver
� Over one million factory-set codes give the ultra-secure radios virtually zero chance of duplication or code grabbing

AUTO-RECONNECT SELF-LUBRICATING TROLLEY

DOUBLE GEAR DEPTH

In a power failure, or any time manual operation is needed, the trolley can be disconnected just by pulling on
the release handle. To go back to automatic operation,  just pull the handle towards the power head and
activate the operator. The operator will automatically reconnect the trolley.

� Auto-reconnect trolley is made of high impact fiber filed nylon for years of trouble-free service
� High impact nylon trolley is self-lubricating for years of maintenance-free operation
� Spring-loaded chain tension system automatically takes up any slack in the chain and 

assures smooth quiet operation for the life of the operator
� Rails are available for 7', 8' and 10' high doors

SPRING LOADED CHAIN TENSION ADJUSTMENT

� Electronics with state-of-the-art design for years of trouble-free operation.
� Solid-state courtesy light turns on when unit is activated and turns off  

automatically 4½ minutes later
� Self-diagnostic system constantly monitors operations and communicates  

by flashing courtesy light if a malfunction were to occur
� Built-in surge suppressors to protect electronics 

from static electricity

Gears are made of space-age high impact plastics,
with a gear and tooth contact depth which is twice
that of the competition. 

LIMIT ADJUSTMENT
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